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Lacquered frame door in Liquid metal 
color Handle in painted aluminum.
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Interior architecture is a question of balance. The distinctive character of this Factory kitchen 
gives way to a warm, welcoming environment that stands out against the elegant monochrome 
backdrop. Lacquered frame door in Liquid metal color Handle in painted aluminum. Top in flamed 
and brushed Grigio Carnico marble with Acid Proof treatment. Liquid metal color base. Equipped 
sink in stainless steel. Professional gas cooking top and Gaggenau multifunction oven. Liquid Metal 
Lacquered column and Bookcase. 
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Unit with open drawers in sundried old spruce wood. The rough uneven 
texture and charm of “vintage” wood matches perfectly with the refined 
elegance of Titanium coloured Liquid Metal finish.
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Intersecting viewpoints enhance the balance 
between open and closed storage spaces. The Old 
Spruce Wood element on the side of the counter is 
available either as unit open shelving.

Top in flamed and brushed Grigio Carnico marble with Acid Proof treatment. The 
natural veining in the marble appears to enhance the creativity of the project and 
the expressive force that the new FACTORY brings with it.
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FACTORY
Lacquered frame door in Liquid metal color Handle in painted aluminum. Top 
in flamed and brushed Grigio Carnico marble with Acid Proof treatment. Liquid 
metal color base. Equipped sink in stainless steel. Professional gas cooking top 
and Gaggenau multifunction oven. Liquid Metal Lacquered column and Bookcase. 
Unit with open drawers in sundried old spruce wood. 
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The innovative combination of materials reveals all its creative force, resulting in a kitchen that is up 
to the minute yet simple and seduces at first sight. Top in flamed and brushed Grigio Carnico marble, 
Titanium coloured Liquid Metal finish doors. Unit with open drawers in sundried old spruce wood. 
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Functionality and ergonomics are 
absolutely essential: Factory features 
large spacious drawer units equipped 
with practical accessories, new-
generation electrical appliances and a 
stainless steel sink featuring a number 
of optional elements.
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Lacquered frame door in Liquid metal color Handle in painted aluminum. Melamine 
anthracite structure. Liquid metal color base. Internal equipment: pull-out baskets, 
equipped column with pull-out top and stainless steel back Internal LED lighting also on 
the column back. Liquid Metal Lacquered Bookcase. 
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Optimizing the distribution of internal spaces is the main task of the storage units, 
which are also enhanced with all the elegance of solutions designed ad hoc, such 
as the stainless steel storage wall with accessories. Lacquered frame door in Liquid 
metal color Handle in painted aluminum. Melamine anthracite structure. Internal 
equipment: pull-out baskets, equipped column with pull-out top and stainless steel 
back Internal LED lighting also on the column back. Liquid Metal Lacquered Bookcase.
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Framed door in marsh oak wood. Milled handle on door. 
Top in brushed Antic Brown granite with Acid Proof 
treatment. Sample coated iron structure.
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The charm and modernity of this model, in which the nuances in the 
wood take on a distinctly natural character, appear unchanged.
Framed door in marsh oak wood. Milled handle on door. Top in 
brushed Antic Brown granite with Acid Proof treatment. Wood 
base Island hood coated in Liquid Metal. Antic Brown granite sink. 
Multifunction oven and Gaggenau induction cooking top.
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